ONE WAY THE PANDEMIC IMPROVED MY TEACHING

Tuesday, March 30th @ 10 am

In 2-minute lightning rounds, our colleagues will show us a positive instructional change that grew from the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic and will share how they plan to continue this practice in the future. Following the presentations, we will open the floor for questions from attendees.

PANELISTS

Abdu Alawini
Computer Science
Group Assessment on PrairieLearn

Katie Ansell
Physics
Proximity, Proxies, Praxis in Labs

Wayne Chang
Mechanical Science & Engineering
Standardizing computation platform across engineering courses

Holly Golecki
Bioengineering
Leveraging Virtual Open Access Science

Geoffrey Herman
Computer Science
Group Activities with Assigned Roles

Michael Nowak
Computer Science
Interactive Daily Lessons in CS 128

Chrysafis Vogiatzis
Industrial & Enterprise Systems Engineering
Diverse Delivery Modes for Flipped Classrooms

Brian Woodard
Aerospace Engineering
Virtual Visualization Training

Abby Wooldridge
Industrial & Enterprise Systems Engineering
Designing Usable Courses with Connections